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Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2002–2003)
Vol. pp.
Abel–Gontscharoﬀ boundary value problem 142 331
Abel–Gontscharoﬀ interpolation 141 267
Absolute invariants 147 385
Absorbing boundary conditions 143 127
Active set method 146 179
Adapted ﬁlter banks 148 375
Adaptive data reduction 145 505
Additional formula 145 361
Additive model 146 459
Adjoint method 147 153
Adjoint method 149 171
Aerodynamics 149 193
Airy function 150 329
Airy functions 144 7
Airy 145 237
Algebraic multigrid method 149 341
Algorithm 146 47
Almost damping vibration 144 233
Analysis of algorithms 142 185
Analytic expression 146 11
Analytic solutions 146 301
Anisotropic medium 146 285
Application to vibration problem 145 425
Approximate solution 146 419
Approximation 142 357
Approximation 149 227
Approximation theory 149 207
Asymptotic behaviour 143 81
Asymptotic behaviour 146 481
Asymptotic distribution 145 301
Asymptotic distribution 149 423
Asymptotic enumeration 142 61
Asymptotic expansion 145 21
Asymptotic expansion 150 219
Asymptotic expansions 146 323
Asymptotic expansions 149 469




Audio CD 144 85
Automatical grid generation 150 265
B spline 144 291
B-preinvex functions 146 25
B-spline 146 179
B-spline surface patches 144 251
Backward diﬀerence approximations 150 303
Backward Euler method 142 419
Backward three-term recurrence relation 142 389
Beam equation 147 27
Bergman space 144 175
Bernstein basis 142 287
Bessel function 145 335
Bessel functions 143 1
Bessel functions 144 7
Bessel functions 145 21
Bessel functions 146 343
Bessel 145 237
Bessel-type function 149 469
Best upper bound 145 425
Bezier surface 144 221
Bi-CGSTAB 149 251
Bi-cubic Hermite elements 142 251
Bifurcation 144 119
Biharmonic equation 142 251
Bioengineering 143 189
Bivariate scattered data 145 505
Bleimann–Butzer and Hahn operator 150 219
Blending interpolation 144 263
Blow-up 150 37
Borg–Marchenko theroem 148 115
Boundary element method 146 231
Boundary integral equations of the second bind 145 493
Boundary perturbation 147 99
Boundary value problem 141 27, 65, 159
Boundary-layers 147 445
Bounded symmetric domain 144 175
Boundedness 143 29
Branch-and-bound algorithm 146 77
Brown method 150 1
Brown–Ravenhall operator 148 239
Business cycle 146 179
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440420
C1-estimate 145 269
CAE system 149 279
Cahn–Hilliard equation 150 87
Cancer diagnosis 146 141
Cardiac cells 144 29
Cauchy distribution 150 253
Cauchy principal value integral 149 381
Cellular neural networks 143 29
Censoring time 149 373
Central diﬀerence approximations 150 303
Chain rule 141 249
Chain sequence 148 349
Chain sequences 143 95
Character 142 51
Characteristic topology method 149 325
Chebyshev centre 147 233
Chebyshev expansion 148 363
Chebyshev polynomial 145 361
Chinese remainder theorem 142 377
CIP 149 267
Circuit simulation 147 411
Collocation method 145 223
Collocation method 150 87
Collocation methods 150 129
Combined generator 142 377
Compactly supported radial-based functions 149 325
Completely discrete 142 419
Completely generalized quasi-variational inclusion 147 369
Complex eigenvalues 148 1
Complex potentials 148 115
Composite scheme 144 263
Computational ﬂuid dynamics 149 155
Computational science 149 131, 147
Computational spectral theory 148 169
Computer algebra 144 359
Concavity 146 179
Concentration inequality 142 27
Condition number 143 141
Condition number 144 131
Cone 141 75
Conﬂuent hypergeometric function 149 469
Congruential generators 142 367
Conjugate gradients 149 251
Connection problem 150 311
Conservative linear operator 150 219
Constant learning rate 144 335
Continued fractions 143 95
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440 421
Continuity 146 343
Continuous analogue of the Newton method 145 113
Continuous time delay 143 29
Contraction method 142 185
Contractive gauge functions 142 445
Convection–diﬀusion 143 49, 291
Convection–diﬀusion problems 150 109




Convex hull 142 235
Convexity 146 179
Cosine-integral 145 261
Crack path prediction 149 335
Cranck–Nicolson scheme 142 419
Cryptography 142 367
Crystal growth 149 359
Cubature 149 1, 227
Cubic spline in compression 147 445
Cubic transformations 142 411
Cutting plane method 146 141
Cycle decomposition 142 235
Cycle lemma 142 235
Cyclic reduction 145 213
CZ method 149 359
D-derivative 141 187
Data envelopment analysis 146 155
Data ﬁtting 146 179
Data smoothing 146 179
Decay rate 146 481
Decomposition method 147 27
Degenerate parabolic equation 145 31
Degree 142 61
Degree reduction of polynomials 142 287
Delay diﬀerential equation 143 81
Delay integro-diﬀerential equations 145 483
Delay 146 309
Delay parabolic diﬀerential equations 147 263
Delay-independent stability 145 483
Delayed equation 147 315
Delta and nabla derivatives 141 75
Delta derivative 141 237
Delta derivatives 141 35
Denominator values 148 341
Determinantal solution 145 361
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440422
Deterministic convergence 144 335
Deviating argument 146 387
Diameter 142 115
Dichotomy spectrum 141 255
Dickson polynomials 145 417
Diﬀerence equation 146 395
Diﬀerence equations 150 57
Diﬀerence scheme 145 459
Diﬀerentiability 146 343
Diﬀerential approximants 149 457
Diﬀerential calculus for p-norms 145 425
Diﬀerential calculus for vector norms 145 425
Diﬀerential equation 144 233, 359
Diﬀerential equation 146 361
Diﬀerential equation models 144 29
Diﬀerential equations 142 313
Diﬀerential quadrature 150 129
Diﬀerential quadrature method 145 223
Diﬀerential-algebraic equations 149 171
Diﬀusion equation 147 385
Diﬀusion process 143 69
Digital signal processing 149 207
Dimension 144 291
Dirac operators 148 169
Direct and inverse problems 147 277
Direct method 147 153
Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator 145 493
Disconjugacy 141 187, 267
Discontinuity 143 69
Discrete singular convolution 145 183
Discretization schemes 145 213
Discriminant sequence 144 277
Dissipation 147 397
Distributed parallelization 149 155
Distribution 142 51
Divided diﬀerence 146 179
Division-free pivot 147 471
Domain decomposition 146 127
Domain decomposition 149 83, 251
Double exponential transformation 149 239
Double output 144 187
Dual cycle elimination method 149 325
Dual problem 146 57
Duality 146 115, 179
Dynamic equations 141 1
Dynamic programming 146 179
Dynamical systems 144 29
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440 423
e-spectrum 147 453
Economic growth model 144 119
Eﬃciency 145 301
Eigenparameter-dependent boundary conditions 148 147
Eigenvalue stability 143 127
Eigenvalues 148 239
Eigenvalues 149 423
Eighth-order boundary-value problem 145 223
Elasticity equations 147 53
Elasto-creep behavior 149 307
Electric current dipoles 143 189
Electromagnetic ﬁeld analysis 149 341
Electronic state 149 101
Ellipsoidal separation 146 141
Elliptic curves 148 363
Elliptic partial diﬀerential equations 141 35
Elliptic partial diﬀerential equations 143 9
Elliptical distributions 145 319
Empirical measure 146 253
Endogenous fertility 144 119
Entropy 143 263
Entropy optimization 145 133
Envelope 144 221
Error analysis 145 459
Error bounds 147 215
Error estimate 142 419
Error estimates 141 267
Error estimates 145 71
Error estimates 146 373
Error estimation 144 263
Essential spectra 148 239
Euler’s transformation 142 441
Euler–Lagrange equation 141 35
Evolution problem 145 493
Evolutionary algorithms 149 155
Exact resolution 147 471
Excitable cells 144 29
Exclusion method 147 333
Existence and nonexistence 150 37
Existence and uniqueness 142 331
Existence 143 29
Existence of solutions 147 1
Explicit and implicit problems 143 69
Explicit fourth-order scheme 147 75
Explicitly B-preinvex functions 146 25
Exponential dichotomy 141 255
Exponential ﬁtting 143 291
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440424
Exponential ﬁtting 149 407
Exponential series 142 61
Exponential stability 145 525
Extremal solutions 143 69
Extreme point 146 77
Failure discriminant analysis 146 141
Failure time 149 373
Fan-out 142 155
Fast oscillatory functions 147 233
Fast solvers 150 265
FD-TD method 147 75
Feasible point method 146 179
Filter banks 144 85
Finite approximations 147 137
Finite buﬀer 144 145
Finite diﬀerence approximations 150 303
Finite diﬀerence 145 213, 247
Finite diﬀerence 146 443
Finite diﬀerence method 145 89, 223
Finite element 142 357, 419
Finite element 146 443
Finite element 147 121
Finite element method 143 291
Finite element method 149 341
Finite element method 150 265
Finite element methods 147 287
Finite elements 149 193
Finite volume element 146 373
Finite volume 147 121
Finite volume method 145 31
Finite volume methods 147 53
Finite-part integral 145 335
First associated polynomials 150 311
Fixed point theorems in complete metric spaces 142 445
Fixed point theorems 141 57
Fixed-point equation 142 185
Fortran software 146 179
Forward diﬀerence approximations 150 303
Fourier error analysis 145 183
Fourier pseudospectral method 145 183
Fourier series 146 459
Fourier series 147 349
Fourier transform 148 419
Fourth order compact diﬀerence scheme 143 9
Fraction-free pivot 147 471
Fractional calculus 144 233
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440 425
Fractional diﬀerential equations 148 401
Fracture mechanics 149 335
Frames 148 375
Free boundary problem 145 11
Free surface 149 359
Frequency analysis 147 427
Frobenius-Perron operators 147 137
Functional analysis 149 335
Functional diﬀerential equation 145 269
Functional equation 143 81
Functional equations 143 69
Functional Pad!e approximant 147 9
Fuzzy linguistic model 146 443
Fuzzy optimization 146 47
FZ method 149 359
Galerkin algorithm 146 213
Gamma function 150 253
Gamma functions 142 441
Gap eigenvalues 148 169
Gas 149 267
Gauss hypergeometric function 142 441
Gauss pivot 147 471
Gauss sum 142 51
Gauss–Seidel method 145 373
Gegenbauer polynomials 142 401
Generalised exponential integrals 148 363
Generalized cross validation 146 459
Generalized diagonally dominant matrix 150 293
Generalized Steﬀensen methods 149 397
Generalized Stokes equations 147 53
Generalized zero 141 187
Generating functions 142 197
Generating functions 145 417
Geometric continuity 144 251
Geometric integrators 142 313
Geometric modeling 149 207
Global convergence 146 89
Global existence 146 481
Global optimization 146 57
Global superconvergence 142 251
Globally optimal solution 146 77
GMRES 149 251
Graph 142 115
Green’s function 141 57, 75, 123
Group theoretic method 147 385
GSMAC-FEM 149 359
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440426
H-matrix 150 293
Hadamard ﬁnite-part integrals 146 231
Hamiltonian systems 141 197
Hammersley’s process 142 83
Hardy space 144 175
Heat equation 145 459
Heat equation 147 27
Heat ﬂux 150 143
Heat invariants 148 91
Heat transport equation 145 247
Heavy traﬃc 144 145
Height of a tree 142 27
Heine–Stieltjes polynomials 145 167
Helson–Szeg .o condition 147 349
Herglotz functions 148 307
Hermite polynomials 144 7
Hermite polynomials 145 417
Hermitian positive semideﬁnite matrix 145 1
Hierarchical domain decomposition 149 279
Hierarchical genetic algorithms 149 155
Hierarchical preconditioning 150 265
High-lift 149 155
High-order compact scheme 150 129
Holography 144 85
Homogenization theory 149 307
Hopf bifurcations 144 325
HPC 149 147
Hybrid global optimization 147 301
Hydrodynamic stability 145 223
Hyperbolic systems 143 127
Hypergeometric polynomials 145 167
Hypersingular integral equation 145 335
Hypersingular kerns 145 493
I/O standardization 149 279
Immersed interface method 145 11
Impedance boundary conditions 150 157
Improved functional epsilon algorithm 147 9
Imputation 149 373
Incomplete Cholesky 149 251
Incomplete gamma function 147 215
Incomplete gamma functions 148 323
Inertial algorithm 146 213
Inﬁnite integrals 146 343
Inﬁnite interval 141 27
Inﬁnitely divisible probability distribution 150 253
Inﬂection point 146 179
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440 427
Information metric 145 319
Inhomogeneous materials 149 101
Initial value problem 147 397
Initial-boundary value problem 143 49
Inner approximation method 146 57
Integer calculation 147 471
Integral equation 150 157
Integral Pad!e approximant 147 9
Integral representation 142 435
Integral transforms 145 21
Interactive algorithm 146 99
Interface relaxation 149 83
Interpolation 145 71
Interpolation 148 341
Interpolational classes 147 233
Interval analysis 147 301
Interval B!ezier curves 144 161
Interval extension method 147 333
Intrinsic conditions of boundary control points 144 251
Invariance principle 141 249
Invariant measures 147 137
Inverse heat conduction 150 143
Inverse permutation 142 367
Inverse problem 147 153
Inverse problems 149 155
Inverse scattering 146 285
Inverse source problem 143 189
Inversion 145 459
Inviscid jets 147 277
Irreducible matrix 147 445
Isotonic regression 146 179
Iteration 146 309
Iterative algorithm 147 369
Iterative algorithm 150 157
Iterative method 145 1
Iterative methods 145 49
Iterative methods 149 251
Iterative methods 150 129
Iterative solver 144 131
J-proximal mapping 147 369
Jacobi polynomials 145 291, 379
Joint probability distribution 142 155
Jordan pair 144 175
Jost solution 148 49
Kantarovich conditions 149 397
KdV equation 145 183
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440428
Kelvin 145 237, 261
Kinematic similarity 141 101
Kloosterman sum 142 51
Kontorovich–Lebedev transform 148 419
Kf-divergence 145 301
Kramer analytic kernels 148 29
Kreiss matrix theorem 147 349
Krylov methods 149 251
Kummer’s summation theorems 142 441
L-surface 144 221
Lag windows 145 291
Lagrangian symmetric 148 213
Laguerre transformation 145 493
Laplace’s method 146 323
Law of large numbers 142 27
Least squares 146 179
Least squares 147 53
Left-deﬁnite self-adjoint operator 148 213
Left-deﬁnite Sobolev space 148 213
Legendre polynomials 148 213
Legendre symbol 142 51
Legendre–Stirling numbers 148 213
LES 149 359
Lie algebras 141 197
Lie transform 144 359
Lifting subdivision method 149 325
Line search 146 1
Linear complementarity 146 77
Linear dynamic equation 141 101
Linear dynamic equations 141 255
Linear equations 141 197
Linear inequalities 145 133
Linear recurrence relations 150 71
Linear sampling method 146 285
Linear system 145 1
Linear systems 147 471
Liouville and Erdelyi–Kober-type fractional integrals 149 469
Liouville–Green transform 144 7
Liquid 149 267
Local scheme 144 251
Locally invertible solutions 146 301
Logarithmic kerns 145 493
Logarithmic potential 142 401
Longest increasing subsequence 142 83
Lower and upper solutions 147 1
Lower semicontinuity 146 25
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440 429
Lower solution 141 117
LSM 149 359
Lyapunov transformation 141 101
Lyapunov’s stability 147 453
m-function 148 115
Macdonald function 148 419
Magnetic Schr .odinger operator 148 91
Magnetoencephalogram 143 189
Maple software package 143 9
Markov operators 147 137
Massive dilaton ﬁeld 145 113
Mathematical biology 144 29
Mathematical network model 149 83
Mathematical program with equilibrium constraints 146 77
Matrix Lie groups 141 197
Matrix measure 148 349
Matrix moments 148 349
Matrix Riccati equation 141 133
Maximal planar graph 144 349
Maximum degree 144 349
Maximum principle 147 41
Maxwell 150 157
Maxwell’s equations 147 75
Measure chain 141 101, 123, 147, 237,
249, 267
Measure chain 142 331
Measure chains 141 1, 35, 65, 159,
169, 197
Mehler–Heine-type formulas 150 25
Meijer G-function 148 419
Mellin transform 148 419
Mesh adaptation 149 193
Mesh reﬁnement 143 237
Mesoscopic scale 149 101
Method of subtracted singularities 142 197
Method of upper and lower solutions 147 41
Meyer-K .onig and Zeller operator 150 219
Microscale 145 247
100 million DOF mesh 149 279
Minimal norm 146 361
Minimax fractional problem 146 115
Mixed fermion-boson stars 145 113
Mixtures 145 525
Mobile agents 149 83
M .obius transform 145 407
Modiﬁed Aitken D2 algorithm 147 9
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440430
Modiﬁed Bessel functions 146 323
Module-based architecture 149 279
Mono-implicit Runge–Kutta methods 143 275
Monotone convergence 146 127
Monotone iterations 147 1
Monotone iterative technique 147 41
Monotone matrix 145 89





Multi-dimensional radially symmetric 147 385
Multi-index polynomials 145 417
Multi-level algorithm 147 153
Multi-level modeling 149 307
Multi-level Schwarz methods 145 189
Multi-phase ﬂow 149 267
Multi-point boundary value problem 141 237
Multi-term equations 148 401
Multiclass queueing network 144 145
Multidisciplinary problem solving environments 149 83
Multiple order 144 187
Multiple purposes 146 155
Multiple recursive generator 142 377
Multiple solutions 141 123
Multiple steady states 144 119
Multiplicative-additive generators 142 367
Multirate 147 411
Multiscale algorithms 149 207
Multisplitting 145 1
Multivariate central limit theorem 142 155
Multivariate simultaneous approximation 150 219
Multivariate weak spline 144 291
Muskhelishvili integral equation 146 419
n-convexity 146 179
N-widths 144 175
Nash game 149 155
Navier–Stokes equation 149 57
Navier–Stokes equations 147 287
Network approach 145 11
Network blocking 144 145
Neumann series 143 1
Neural network model 146 443
Neural networks 144 197
Neurons 144 29
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440 431
Neutral parabolic equation 146 387
Newton method 145 133
Newton method 150 1
Newton-PCG-like algorithm 146 11
Noise 146 179
Non-resonance conditions 146 301
Non-self-adjoint operators 148 1
Non-uniformly distributed nodes 145 407
Nondeﬁnite 149 423
Nonlinear boundary condition 149 57
Nonlinear convection-diﬀusion 145 31
Nonlinear coordinate transformation 146 231
Nonlinear equations 149 397
Nonlinear feedforward Neural networks 144 335
Nonlinear functional equations 146 301
Nonlinear 146 395
Nonlinear parabolic equations 146 277
Nonlinear partial diﬀerential equation 149 57
Nonlinear semigroup 149 57
Nonlinear systems 150 1
Nonlinear transformation 144 359
Nonmonotone line search 146 89
Nonoscillation 141 219
Nonuniform Fourier transform 146 459
Normal forms 150 193
Number of real intersection points 144 277
Numerical algorithms 143 237
Numerical algorithms 149 131
Numerical approximation 147 485
Numerical diﬀerentiation 150 303
Numerical integration 146 231
Numerical integration 149 1
Numerical integration 150 283
Numerical method 143 189
Numerical method 145 223
Numerical methods 148 401
Numerical solution 145 459
Numerical solution 147 397




One-dimensional optimization problem 146 11
One-sided approximation 144 161
One-step methods 147 411
Online stochastic gradient method 144 335
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440432
Optical networks 142 115
Optimal control 143 237
Optimal deﬂector airfoil 147 277
Optimal-by-order cubature formulae 147 233
Optimised eﬃciency 142 313
Optimization 146 127
Optimization 149 193
Ordinary boundary-value problems 148 29
Orthogonal polynomials 143 95
Orthogonal polynomials 144 161
Orthogonal polynomials 146 361
Orthogonal polynomials 148 349
Orthogonal polynomials 150 57
Oscillation 141 169
Oscillation 146 277, 387, 395
Oscillation 147 263
Oscillatory initial value problems 149 407
Over-relaxation 145 459
p-Function 147 315
P-regular splitting 145 1
P-theory 147 411
p-version ﬁnite element methods 144 131
Pancreatic b-cells 144 29
Parallel algorithm 150 129
Parallel algorithms 150 71
Parallel computing 145 189
Parallel processing 149 279
Parallel solver 144 131
Parallelization of ICCG 149 341
Parameter identiﬁcation 147 153
Parameter-uniform 145 151
Parseval equality 148 419
Partial diﬀerential equations 150 265
Partial sums 147 349
Partitioned matrices 147 453
Partitioned Rosenbrock–Wanner methods 147 411
Partitioned Runge–Kutta 142 313
patricia tree 142 27
Penalty function method 146 57
Penetration with resistance boundary condition 147 287
Periodogram 146 179
Permutations 142 235
Perturbed boundary integral equation 147 99
Petaﬂops computer 149 147
Pfaﬀ–Kummer hypergeometric transformation 142 441
Phase-lag 147 397
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440 433
Picard’s method 142 331
Picone identity 141 35
Picone-type identities 146 277
Piecewise linear approximation 145 505
P!al type interpolation 145 407
Planar graph 144 349
Polyhedral cone 146 115
Polynomial interpolation 144 197
Polynomial 149 227
Porous media 145 31
Portfolio selection model 146 99
Positive monotone solution 146 405
Positive radial solutions 150 37
Positive solution 147 315
Post-processing 147 121
Potential ﬂow 147 99
Poverty traps 144 119
Power series 146 301
Precondition 144 131
Preconditioning 145 49, 373
Preconditioning 149 251
Probabilistic analysis 142 27
Probability density 142 185
Probability density 143 263
Pseudo-convex 146 115
Pseudorandom number generator 143 263
Pseudorandom numbers 142 367
Pseudospectral Chebyshev method 143 127
Pseudospectral method 145 223
Pythagorean triangles 143 117
Pythagorean triples 143 117
q-classical orthogonal polynomials 150 311
q-d algorithm 148 349
q-diﬀerence equations 150 311
Quadratic convergence 141 159
Quadratic programming 146 179
Quadratic residue 142 51
Quadratic transformations 142 411
Quadrature 149 1
Quadrature rule 149 381
Qualitative theory 141 255
Quantile 149 373
Quartic splines 143 107
Quasi-convex 146 115
Quasi-homogeneous expansions 150 193
Quasi-Monte Carlo method 150 283
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440434
Quasilinear reaction–diﬀusion system 150 37
Quasilinearization 141 133, 159
Quasilinearization 142 331
Quotient convergence 145 1
Radial basis functions 148 375
Radial derivative 144 175
Random binary search tree 142 185
Random censoring model 149 373
Random data design 146 459
Random number 142 377
Random permutation 142 367
Random Schr .odinger operator 148 133
Random structure 142 155
Random walk 142 235
Randomness 143 263
Rao distance 145 319
Rational interpolants 148 341
Rational 145 237
Reaction-diﬀusion 145 151
Reaction–diﬀusion equation 146 309
Reaction–diﬀusion system 145 49
Recurrence relation 146 361
Recurrence relations 150 311
Recurrence surface 144 221
Recursive 142 61
Reducibility 141 101
Reﬂecting Brownian motion (RBM) 144 145
Reﬂexive Banach space 147 369





Reimann zeta function 142 435
Relative mean square error 149 373
Reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces 148 375
Reproducing kernel 144 175
Rescaling 144 359
Resolvent condition 147 349
Resonances 148 49, 91
Retract principle 147 315
Reverse convex programming problem 146 57
Reversion of series 146 323
Riccati diﬀerence equation 145 361
Riccati equation 141 169
Ridge functions 144 197
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440 435
Riemann hypothesis on ﬁnite ﬁelds 142 51
Right derivative 145 425
Right derivative of the norm of a vector function 145 425
Right disfocality 141 267
RK methods 149 407
Robin boundary problem 146 387
Roots of unity 145 407
Rotation degree 144 277
Rounding errors 150 71
Runge–Kutta Fehlberg 144 187
Runge–Kutta methods 143 127, 275
Runge–Kutta methods 145 483
Runge–Kutta–Nystr .om 142 313
Saddle point 150 157
Scalar-tensor theory of gravity 145 113
Scattering 150 157
Schr .odinger operator 148 307
Schr .odinger operators 148 1
Second order scheme 143 49
Second-order linear equations 145 167




Semismooth equation 146 1
Sensitivity analysis 147 153
Sensitivity analysis 149 171
Sensitivity 146 179
Series summation 149 457
Set-valued mapping 146 167
Shadowing 145 269
Shannon entropy 142 401
Shannon–Whittaker formula 148 29
Shape design 149 193
Shape optimization 149 279
Shilov boundary 144 175
Shishkin-type mesh 150 109
Shooting method 146 405
Shuﬄing 142 367
Siegel geometry 145 319
Simpliﬁcation 145 505
Simulation 149 147
Sinc methods 149 239
Sinc-collocation method 149 239
Single variable Bell polynomials 150 329
Singular boundary value problem 145 89
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440436
Singular boundary value problems 146 405
Singular integral equation 147 277
Singular nonlinear second order three-point boundary value
problem 147 41
Singular perturbation 143 49, 291
Singular perturbation 145 151
Singular perturbation 150 109
Singular values 143 141
Singularly perturbed semilinear convection–diﬀusion
problem 145 189
Sivashinsky equation 142 419
Slip with friction boundary condition 147 287
Smajdor’s theorem 146 301
Small singularities 142 197
Smooth conjugation and equivalence 150 193
Smoothing data 146 459
Smoothing function 146 1
Smoothing 142 357
Sobolev orthogonal polynomials 145 379
Sobolev orthogonal polynomials 150 25
Solid 149 267
Solvable chaotic system 145 361
Solving diﬀerential equations 146 443
Sparse potentials 148 307
Special-purpose computer 149 131
Spectral element methods 144 131
Spectral estimation 145 291
Spectral theorem 148 213
Spectral theory 148 133, 307
Sphere 149 227





Stability 146 213, 419
Stable manifolds 145 269
Staggered scheme 147 75
Star discrepancy 150 283
Stieltjes functions 145 99
Stochastic delay equation 147 485
Stochastic evolution equations 147 485
Stochastic partial diﬀerential equations 147 485
(Stochastic) Multiple quadratic-linear programming 146 99
Streamline-diﬀusion method 150 109
Strong ordering 146 155
Struve 145 261
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440 437
Sturm-Liouville expressions 148 115
Sturm–Liouville dynamic equations 141 147
Sturm–Liouville equation 141 219
Sturm–Liouville 148 49, 147
Sturm–Liouville problems 149 423
Sturm–Picone comparison theorem 141 35
Subdiﬀerentiable 147 369
Subdivision 149 207
Subdivision method 149 325
Sublinear 146 405




Support vector machines 148 375
Symbolic derivation method 143 9
Symmetric coeﬃcient matrix 146 373
Symmetric cone 144 175
Symmetric scheme 147 121
Symplectic dynamic systems 141 147
System 145 151
System of diﬀerential equations 143 107
Szeg +o 142 61
Szeg .o polynomials 147 427
Taylor series 150 303
Testing 148 363
The ﬁrst return time 143 263
The simplest normal form (SNF) 144 359
Thermo-mechanical coupling 149 307
Thermoelasticity 146 481
Thin ﬁlm 145 247
Thinning 145 505
Time scale 141 27, 101, 117, 133,
187, 219, 249
Time scales 141 1, 35, 75, 147, 159,
169, 197, 255
Time-scale 141 237
Toeplitz matrix 147 349
Toeplitz operators 142 441
Total ranking method 146 155
Transformation 143 81




Trigonometric interpolation 149 381
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440438
Trigonometric transformation 141 147
Trust region method 146 1
Turning point 146 179
Turning point 149 423
Two-dimensional integral equation 145 335
Two-dimensional null space 144 325
Two-parameter nonlinear equations 144 325
Two-parametric nonlinear eigenvalue problem 145 113
Two-point boundary value problem 149 239
Two-point Pad!e approximation 145 99
Ulam’s problem 142 83
Ultraspherical polynomials 142 411
Unconstrained dual 145 133
Unconstrained optimization 146 89
Unfolding 144 359
Uniﬁcation of diﬀerential and diﬀerence calculus 141 197
Uniform approximation 144 7
Uniform asymptotic expansion 147 215
Uniform asymptotic expansion 150 329
Uniform asymptotic expansions 148 323
Uniform data design 146 459
Uniform point set 150 283
Unit-cell model 149 307
Universal approximation 146 443
Universal solver 149 267
Upper and lower solutions 141 27
Upper semicontinuity 146 167
Upper solution 141 117
Value distribution 148 307
Van Vleck polynomials 145 167
Variable ﬁdelity models 149 155
Variable step 147 397
Variable time step size 146 213
Variational inequalities 143 107
Variational inequalities 146 47
Variational inequality 149 57
Variational-like inequality 146 167
Vector equilibrium problem 146 167
Vector ﬁeld 146 405, 405
Vector quantization 146 253
Vector valued continued fraction 142 389
Velocity–stress–pressure formulation 147 53
Virial theorem 148 239
Vizing’s theorem 142 115
Vortex 147 99
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440 439
W-methods 147 411
W-surface 144 221
Water level forecast 145 11
Wave equation 143 127
Wave equation 147 27
Waveform recognition 148 375
Wavelength routing 142 115
Wavelet 150 143
Wavelets 148 375
Weak convergence 142 185
Weak convergence 146 253
Weak ordering 146 155
(Weakly) Eﬃcient solution 146 99
Weakly singular integrals 146 231
Weighted Bergman space 144 175
Weighted norm 147 349
Whittaker function 148 419
Whittaker functions 144 7
Wirtinger-type inequality 141 219
WKB approximation 145 167
X0-braking 144 325
Yee’s scheme 147 75
Z2-symmetry 144 325
Zero distribution 145 167
Zeros 145 237, 237
Zeros 147 427
Zeros of hypergeometric polynomials 142 411
Zone function 147 333
Subject Index Volumes 141–150 (2003) 419–440440
